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Trendnet TV-VMS009 security management software
(TV-VMS009)
Luxriot VMS Professional (9 channels)
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 276.88 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 58.14 €

Product details:
Product code: TV-VMS009
EAN: 0710931110135
Manufacturer: Trendnet

335.02 €

Product is discontinued. You
can not order it anymore.

* VAT included
- Compatible with 100+ camera brands and 3,000+ camera models
- 9 camera support
- Run as Service support
- Advanced multi camera archived video search
- Advanced camera viewing and recording
TRENDnet Luxriot VMS Advanced software, model TV-VMS009, offers industry leading camera management
functionality. It supports all TRENDnet cameras and over 3,000 other cameras from over 100 camera brands . It is
compatible with Windows and Windows Server operating systems and features Run as Service support. The TVVMS009 supports up to 9 camera installations and 3 viewing connections. Camera viewing controls include preset
viewing options, customized layouts, and support for multiple monitors. A video server function provides remote viewing,
from a browser, on mobile devices and computers.
Recording options include continuous, motion, and event trigger. Users can record a single video stream to multiple
locations and can manage recordings by time or by storage space. A disk clean feature optimizes drive space. Archived
video search and playback is offered in single camera or multi-camera modes. In single camera mode a convenient
visual timeline displays continuous and motion recordings over time. Users can search archived video for motion within
a specific window. Multi-camera search displays recorded video from all cameras for a given time. Bookmark specific
times and move forward or backward frame by frame.
- Compatible with Windows 8, Windows 7, Vista, XP, Windows Server 2012, 2008, 2003
- Multiple language support: English, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Czech, Polish, Russian, Hebrew,
Hungarian, Finish, Chinese, and Korean
- Supports up to 9 cameras
- Support for over 100 camera brands and 3000 camera models: View complete list.
- Up to 3 local / remote connections for live view or playback
- Run as service support
- Camera viewing
- Preset viewing modes
- Program custom viewing modes
- Full screen view
- Drag and drop live feeds to a new location
- Program camera cycle viewing sequence
- Motion detection brings video forward
- Side, top, and bottom tool bars can be hidden
- Web based viewing from smart phones and tablets via broadcast server feature
- Recording options
- Program weekly recording schedules
- Motion detection recording
- Define motion detection areas of any shape
- Define motion detection sensitivity
- Event trigger recording
- Date and time overlay

- Mask overlay to conceal sensitive areas
- Save a single video stream to multiple locations simultaneously
- Define recording quotas by recording time or space allocation
- Disk clean feature condenses and optimizes old files
- Real time recording stats to help manage files
- Single camera search and playback
- Navigation timeline provides a quick visual reference to the recorded content
- Search continuous recordings by motion
- Search recordings by motion within a defined field (a portion of the viewing area)
- Time laps playback search
- Multi camera search and playback
- Multi-Camera Search: view archived video from all cameras at the same time
- Multi-Camera Jump: jump to a specific date and time for all archived videos
- Detailed Time: display archived videos in milliseconds
- Multi-Camera Seek: jumps forward or backward 10 seconds, 1 minute, 10 minutes, or 1 hour
- Multi-Camera Seek to beginning or end
- Multi-Camera Mark Region: place a beginning mark, an end mark and loop between markers for all
- Multi-Camera Single Frame: advances or rewinds video for all cameras by a single frame
- Multi-Camera Bookmark: store up to nine bookmarks and jump to a specific bookmark for all cameras
- Map cameras on an image such as a floor plan
- Map cameras on Google Maps
Main specifications:

Platform
Platform:

PC

System requirements
Compatible operating systems:

Windows 8/7/Vista/XP/Server 2012/2008/2003

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

